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The Ethnographies of Two Japanese Maritime Communities / Cynthia Neri Zayas [Edited by Ma. Carmen Jimenez]
S.N. : Third World Studies Center, c1999
xvi, 184 p.; ill.; 26cm
Includes Maps.
971-91111-8-6
$ 25.00

[List of Illustration and Tables
Foreword
Preface
1. Studies in Japanese Maritime Communities
2. Interplay of History, Technology, Environment and Society
3. Habuminato : The Shelter Port to Edo
4. Isozaki : An Entrepot to Edo
5. Social Transformation in Maritime Communities
Appendices
Glossary
References
Credits.]

Bahandi : Official Journal of the Research Institute for Mindanao Culture [Volume I]
Cagayan de Oro City : Xavier University, Ateneo de Cagayan, 2002
90 p.; 23cm
ISSN : 1655-2970
$ 12.00

[Contents:
Foreword / Erlinda M. Burton
The Research Institute for Mindanao Culture : Historical Overview / Michael A. Costello
Are Sex Mortality Differentials Biologically Caused? / Francis C. Madigan, S.J
Can NFP be Taught in Two Short Easy Lessons? / Francis C. Madigan, S.J
People, Places, and Time: The Population Factor in Sustainable Agriculture / Michael A. Costello
The Elderly in Filipino Households : Current Status and Future Prospects / Michael A. Costello.]

Blaan – Profiles of Philippine Cultural Communities / Datu Antonio P.Kinoc
Manila : National Commission for Culture and the Arts, 2002
Tagabawa: Bagobo / Sonia D. Mangune
41 p.; ill, 21 cm
971-814-012-3
$ 5.00

The Algebra of the Weaving Patterns, Gong Music and Kinship System of the Kankana-ey of Mountain Province
Philippines: University of the Philippines College Baguio, c1996
130 p.; 23 cm
Includes Bibliography
971-8797-89-0
2. Ethnomathematics – Cordillera.
4. Education – Philippines.
$ 12.00

[The Algebra of the Weaving Patterns, Gong Music and Kinship System of the Kankana-ey of Mountain Province is a pioneering study on Philippine ethnomathematics, or the mathematics of a people’s culture and Community life. Focusing on certain features of the indigenous ways of the Kankana-ey of Cordillera, the study shows that mathematics is concretely embedded and operative in a people’s Culture. This has deep and far-reaching implications on three fronts: on our mathematical and pedagogical knowledge, on making such knowledge more accessible and relevant to the People, and on developing more responsive mathematics curricula in formal and non-formal education.]

Rethinking Philippine Popular Symbols: Moments of domination and resistance in the province of Leyte / Jaime Biron- Polo
Quezon City: The Research Forum, c1988
81 p.; ill, 22 cm
$ 10.00

[Contents:
Preface
1. Rituals and the Historical process: Rethinking Philippine Folklore
2. The Binalayan Fishing Ritual: A Symbolic Performance of Tradition and Change
3. The Symbolic and the Ideological: Recollecting Transformative Impulses and Performing Historical Possibilities.]

The Culture of the Subanans: Their Mythology, their Beliefs and Their Rituals and Prayers / Narrated by the Subanans of the Salugnon Tribe; Translated by Bertram Tiemeyer
Quezon City: Franciscan Province of San Pedro Bautista, c2003
vii, 532 p.; 25 cm
971-32-0023-3
$ 25.00
[Contents:  
Foreword by Bishop of Pagadian  
Introduction  
Helps  
Divisions of the Book  
Acknowledgements  
Part 1: Mythology and Epics  
Part 2: Anecdotes and Fables  
Part 3: Beliefs and Rituals  
Part 4: Historical Accounts  
Appendices.]

A Voice from the Hills: Essays on the Culture and World View of the Western Bukidnon manobo People / Francisco Col-om Polenda, Edited by Richard E. Elkins  
Manila: linguistic Society of the Philippines, Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2002  
xx, 401 p.; ill, 25cm  
Includes Bibliography  
Linguistic Society of the Philippines Special Monograph Issues, Number 29  
971-780-1059-16-9  
$ 30.00

[Contents:  
Preface  
Introduction  
1. Life Cycle  
2. Social Values  
3. The Home  
4. Livelihood  
5. Politics and Peace Keeping  
6. Getting Along with Gods and Spirits  
7. Leisure and Beauty  
Appendix  
Glossary  
Bibliography.]

Philippine Palaeography / Juan. R. Francisco  
Quezon City: Linguistic Society of the Philippines, c1973  
xvi, 135 p.; ill, 25cm  
Includes Bibliography and Index  
Philippine Journal of Linguistics Special Monograph Issues Number 3  
$ 12.00

[Philippine Palaeography is a comprehensive connected account of the historic-palaeographic development of ancient Philippine Scripts. It presents the various theories of the Origin and development of these scripts. It recognizes the relevance of the scripts in the context of the homogeneity of Philippine culture as well as their relation to the larger Southeast Asian culture. The book includes an extensive discussion of the palaeographic relations between Philippine scripts and the ancient systems of writing of other Southeast Asian Countries and India. It also presents the problems encountered in the early attempts to use the scripts in Hispanizing the Filipino. Most important, the author presents a new theory on the extra-Philippine relations of the scripts, one which appears valid in terms of what the author seen as]
the convergence of “basic form-stokers” between these scripts and those of Northern and Central Sumatre.]

Documenting Philippineasian: An Inquiry into the Ancestry of the Filipino People, Their Early Culture and Prehistory before the Christian era. / Edited by E. Arsenio Manuel
Quezon City: The Philippineasian Society, c1994
xi, 82 p.; ill, 26cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
$ 17.50

[This Study is the culmination of efforts in involving many years to know the origin of the ancestors of the Filipino people and understand the development of their culture and prehistory. It could not have been written without the initial impetus that Jose Rizal gave to Philippineasian Studies. In spite of an intellectual contact with Renward Brandstetter, one of the giants of Austronesian linguistic who classified Tagalog as belonging to the Subfamily Indoesain, Rizal had the knowledge that this language was not a derivative of Malay which then was being used as a component in the coined name Malayo-Polynesian, the earlier term used for the super-family of language now being replaced by Austronesian which is a non-value-oriented name. In spite of this personal opinion, linguists, Filipinos and foreigners alike, never paid attention to its veracity and truth.]

The National Artists of the Philippines 1999-2003 [Volume 2]
Philippines: Cultural Centre of the Philippines National Commission for Culture and the Arts, Anvil Publishing Inc, c2003
166 p.; ill, 25cm
971-27-1411-X (bp)
971-27-1412-8 (np)
1. Artists – Philippines.
$ 16.00

[Contents:
Virgilio S. Almario Ang Kiukok Ishmael Bernal
Salvador F. Bernal Ernani J. Cuenco J. Elizalde Navarro
Daisy Hontiveros-Avellana Jose T. Joya Severino Montano
Alejandro R. Roces Eddie Romero Edith L. Tiempo
Andrea O. Veneracion.]

Consuming Passions: Philippine Collectibles / Edited by Jaime C. Laya.
Pasig City: Anvil Publishing Inc., c2003
392 p.; ill, 25 cm
971-27-1400-4 (hb)
$ 45.00

[Contents :
Preface
Introduction / Jaime C. Laya
Collecting
Objects Associated with beliefs and Rituals
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What we Read and Study
Objects we Gaze at
Things we put on
What we Live (And Die) with
Memorabilia and Commemorative Items
Collectors : A Special Breed
The Last word.

Managing Technology for Global Competitiveness: The Philippine Experience / Edited by Epictetus E. Patalinghug
Philippines : University of the Philippines Centre for Integrative and Development Studies and the Technology management Center, c2000
xxiv, 525 p.; 23cm
971-742-025-4
1. Technology – management – Philippines – Addresses, Essays, Lectures, etc
2. Competition, International – Addresses, Essays, Lectures, etc
3. Competitiveness - Addresses, Essays, Lectures, etc.
$ 15.00

[Contents :
Preface and Acknowledgement
Foreword
Introduction
Part 1: Overview
Part 2: Institutional and Policy challenges
Part 3: Technology and Growth
Part 4: Methodological and Legal Challenges
Part 5: Industry Impact
Part 6: Strategic Options for Global Competitiveness.]

Watching the Watchdog : Media Self-Regulation in South East Asia / Edited by Cecile C.A. Balgos
Bangkok : Southeast Asian Press Alliance, c2002
x, 170 p.; 21cm
974-91047-0-6
$ 15.00

[Watching the Watchdog offers the experiences of various media self-regulatory bodies in Southeast Asia, focusing on how they are coping with what recent political and economic changes have wrought on the region’s journalism in general and on press freedom in particular. The articles in this book are based on papers presented at a conference held in Bangkok in September 2002 that was organized by the Southeast Asian press Alliance (SEAPA), the Press council of Thailand and the Thai Journalists Association, with the support of the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung.
The Pieces show how media organizations across the region are addressing the challenges before them, and while many admit having difficulties, all agree that regulation is a small price to pay to protect a free press.]

Media and Politics in Asia : Trends, Problems and Prospects / Edited by Carolina G. Hernandez, Werner Pfenning
Media Work : Our Stories, Their Struggles
Philippines : The Legal Rights and natural Resources Center, c2000
vii, 64 p.; ill.; 28cm
971-91968-9-0
$ 10.00
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Women’s Experiences in Media / Edited by Rina Jimenez-david
Quezon City : ISIS International Manila, and the World Association for Christian Communication, c1996
109 p.; ill.; 30cm
971-8829-08-9
$ 10.00
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Contents :
Preface
The Legacy of Bangkok by Terry Hermano
How far have we come?
How far do we still have to go? / Marilee Karl
On the Road : From Bangkok to Beijing
On the Ground : Planting the Seed
Taking Stock : harvesting the fruits
Directory.]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Philippine Journalism Review : Volume XV, No. 1 ; January 2004, Mindanao Coverage Revisited (Broadcasting : Information or Entertainment?) / Edited by Luis V. Teodoro
Makati City : Philippine Journalism Review, Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility, 2004
36 p.; 28cm
0119-0164
Sub Price : $ 60.00 per annum

[Contents :
Mindanao Coverage Revisited / Jeffrey Pe Benito and Josefa Therese Cogoco
Broadcasting : Information or Entertainment? / Melinda Quintos de Jesus
Standardizing the Broadcast Curriculum / Luis V. Teodoro
Broadcast Media : Responsibility to Serve the Public
Broadcast self-regulation : By KBP or By the Station itself? / Hector Bryant L. Macale
Regulars.]

Journalism Asia : Second Quarter 2001, Vol.1, No.1 (Media in Bloom)
Makati City : Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility, 2001
52 p.; 30cm
$ 10.00

[Contents :
Country Reports
Journalists from the region assess media’s current status in Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and the Philippines

Monitors
Paying the Piper
A 255-year – old dream
New Media and Old in EDSA II
What Price Freedom?
Profile.]

Journalism Asia : May 3, 2002 [Media and Terrorism : Looking back at 2001]
Makati City : Centre for Media Freedom and Responsibility, 2002
76 p.; 30cm
ISSN 1655-2458
$ 10.00

[Contents :
Media and Terrorism Media and Cultural Diversity
Media in Newly Democratic States Media Ownership
Roundup.]

Latest Issue is May 2003 – US$ 10.00

Globalization, Trade and the Peoples of Asia and the Pacific : Case Studies from Australia, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Japan and the Philippines / Edited by LRC-Ksk
Philippines : Friends of the Earth International, and Legal rights and Natural resources Center – Kasama sa Kalikasan, c2001
117 p.; 22cm
971-835-003-9
$ 20.00
Between the State and the market : The Nonprofit Sector and Civil Society in the Philippines / Edited by Ledivina V. Carino
Quezon City : Center for Leadership, Citizenship and Democracy – National College of Public Administration and Governance, University of the Philippines, [in assistance of Ford Foundation], c2002
xxxi, 340 p.; 23cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-8567-34-8
$ 18.00

[Contents :
Chapter 1 : Between the State and the market : Defining the Sector in the Philippines
Chapter 2 : Social Origins of the Sector
Chapter 3 : Size and Contours of the Sector
Chapter 4 : Management of Civil Society and Nonprofit Organizations
Chapter 5 : Giving and Volunteering
Chapter 6 : Law and the Nonprofit Sector
Chapter 7 : The Nonprofit Sector and the Economy
Chapter 8 : Contributions to Politics and Society
Chapter 9 : Drawbacks and Challenges.]

The Economic Crisis and its impact on Labour / Emmanuel S. De Dios
Quezon City : Philippine Center for Policy Studies, c1999
49 p.; 23cm
971-8655-09-3
1. Depressions Philippines
2. Philippines Economic Conditions
3. Employment (Economic Theory)
4. Panics (Financial).
$ 6.00

[Contents :
Foreword
1. Introduction and background
2. Sources of the Crisis
3. Transmission mechanisms
4. Stylised facts about labour statistics
5. Transmission to employment
6. Effect on Incomes, Productivity, and welfare
7. Overseas workers
8. Industrial relations
9. Conclusion
References.]

The East Asian Crisis And Employment : The Gender Dimension / Joseph Y. Lim
Quezon City : Philippine Center for Policy Studies, c2000
ix, 75 p.; 23cm
971-8655-10-7
$ 6.00

[The Philippines is a good case to discuss boom-bust cycles and their gender dimensions. In times of boom, men increase their employment at the same time that real wages and labor productivity increase or decline less rapidly. Women may
or may not benefit as much from this boom. In times of bust, when real wages and productivity decline more rapidly, women expand their labor force participation and increase their work hours while the men are displaced. In the long run, this contributes to widening the disparities in earning and labor productivity between sexes.

It is imperative than an alternative development strategy be adopted. Industrialization employing better technology and more skilled workers should be the aim in order to absorb the growing educated labor force in rural and urban areas and to stem the outward migration of the population, particularly of women. By concentrating on rural development and rural – urban linkages, economic development and in the end more sustainable.

An alternative development strategy, however, should not be confined to the economic sphere alone. There is a need to directly address stereotyped gender roles in the home. Because women have traditionally done most of the housework, the increased dependency burden (due to an increase in unemployment family members and relatives) puts more pressure on women just when they are asked to increase their participation in labour markets. That women become domestics and ‘entertainers’ in both domestic and foreign markets during both good and bad times again indicates the need to expand the struggle beyond the economic.

The Rise and fall of a Pyramid Scheme : The Multitel Case : A Documentation
S.L : S.N., 2003
191 p.; 26cm
971-92724-0-6
$ 18.00

Filipino Workers on the Move : Trends, Dilemmas and Policy Options / Edited by Benjamin V. Carino
Philippines : Philippine Migration Research Network (PMRN), Philippine Social Science Council, c1998
vii, 144 p.; 22cm
971-8514-14-7
$ 13.00
[Chapter 1 : Introduction / Benjamin V. Carino
Chapter 3 : Violence Against women Migrant Workers : The Philippine Experience / Ma. Alcestis Abrera – Mangahas
Chapter 4 : The Migrant Workers and Overseas Filipinos Act of 1995 and Migration Management / Graziano battistella
Chapter 5 : Concluding Note / Benjamin V. Carino
Appendix : RA 8042 : The Migrant Workers and Overseas Filipinos Act of 1995 Contributors.]

Mind Link / Edited by Rafael A. Rodriguez, Jose A. Magpantay
Quezon City : University of the Philippines, Centre for Integrative and Development Studies, c2003
277 p.; 23cm
971-742-091-2
1. Industry and Education – Philippines
2. Science and Industry
3. University – Industry Relations
4. Education Technology
$ 10.00

[Mind Link is part of our effort to develop closer ties with industry, a key item in our UP Modernization plan. If I may state the objectives of this plan in two Phrases, it is to catch up with the other universities in Asia and to place our country in a stronger competitive position in the new global order, especially in the field of Information Technology. The Mind Link gathering brought together technology practitioners from the University and the private sector. In each of the three meetings, the academics presented their capabilities and research results, while the industry representatives discussed available products and services in the market (Local and global) and the problems they encounter in their business. The question we would like to address at this point is, what now? Given the present capabilities of both sectors, what should they be doing separately? At the same time, where should they collaborate so that jointly, they can help develop the country’s technological capability and move activities toward the higher value chain of products and services?

Our country can only survive and prosper in the fiercely competitive world of the 21st century if we can build up this intellectual capital. We have to train scientists and engineers who can create new technologies so that the Philippines will not remain a nation of users and vendors of important technologies. This entails of real cultural revolution, a shift from a culture of imitation to a culture of innovation.]

Coming to Grips with Globalization / Edited by Cayetano Paderanga, JR.
Quezon City : University of the Philippines, Centre for Integrative and Development Studies, c2000
viii, 249 p.; 22cm
971-742-041-6
5. Philippines – Commercial Policy
$ 15.00

Philippines : Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Research and Development, Department of Science and Technology, 2003
x, 300 p.; ill, 25cm
Includes Bibliography
971-20-0523-2
$ 27.50

[Contents :
Foreword
Acknowledgement
Keynote Speech
Plenary Papers
Part 1 : Institutional Issues and Perspective in NRM
Part 2 : Understanding National and Local Interactions in Forest and Land Management]
Part 3 : Harnessing Local Capacity for Natural Resources Management
Part 4 : Socioeconomic Tools For Improving Local Resource Management Decisions
Appendices
Conference Program.

Philippines : Sentro Para sa Ganap na Pamayanan, c1996
vi, 199 p.; 21cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-91720-0-2
1. Ethnology – Philippines.
2. Biological diversity.
$ 12.00

Seeking Sustainability : Challenges of Agricultural Development and Environmental Management in a Philippine Watershed / Edited by Ian. Coxhead and Gladys Buenavista
Philippines : Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Research and Development, 2001
xiv, 267 p.; ill, 25cm Includes Bibliography 971-20-0483-X
$ 18.00

[Seeking Sustainability reports on research in the SAREM CRSP / Southeast Asia, a collaborative project directed at answering this and related questions. Contributing authors draw on experience in an upland Philippine Watershed to derive lessons not only about environmental change and resource Management, but also about an approach to project design that stresses community participation and a landscape perspective. Local initiatives and technology transfer are both important, but plans for sustainable development must also consider changing market and policy influences on the actions of farmers and resource managers, and involve policy makers at all levels of government.]

Quezon City : The PSSC Social Science Information,2000
92 p.; 27cm
ISSN : 0115-1160
$ 5.00

[Welcome Remarks / Cayetano W. Paderanga Jr.
Opening Address / Benjamin V. Carino
Lecture 1 : The State of Our Global Environmental Security / Ben S. Malayang III
Reaction to the Paper / J.R Nereus O. Acosta
Reactions to the Paper / Candido A.Cabrido
Lecture 3 : Food Security in the21st Century / Arsenio M. Balisacan
Reactions to the Paper / Evelyn Mae T. Mendoza
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Lecture 4 : Urban life in the 21st Century : Prospective and Challenges / Geronimo V. Manahan
Reactions to the Paper / Asteya Danilo A. Silvestre
Lecture 5 : Managing the Metro Manila as a Megacity in the 21st Century : Challenges and Innovations / Jejomar C. Binay
Reactions to the Paper / Benjamin V. Carino
Abbreviations
Contributors.

Jawi Documentary Series Number 3 : An Annotation of the Marsada kitabs / Samuel K. Tan
Quezon City : University of the Philippines Center for Integrative and Development Studies, 2002
53 p.; 23cm
971-742-080-7
1. Marsada Kitabs
2. Mindanao (Philippines) – History
$ 7.00

Surat Maguindanaon / Compiled, Edited and Annotated by Samuel K. Tan
Quezon City : University of the Philippines Center for Integrative and Development Studies, 2002
55 p.; 23cm
971-742-075-0
Jawi Documentary Series No.2.
1. Magunida Letters.
$ 7.00

Annotated Bibliography of Jawi Materials of the Muslim South / Samuel K. Tan
Quezon City : University of the Philippines Center for Integrative and Development Studies, 2002
45 p.; ill, 23 cm
971-742-074-2
Jawi Documentary Series No.1.
1. Tausug Letters – Bibliography, Annotated.
$ 7.00

Mindanao Statecrafts and Ecology : Moros, Lumads, and Settlers Across the Lowland – Highland Continuum / Eric S. Casino
Cotabato City : Notre Dame University, 2000
xi, 356 p.; ill, 25cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
9-7155-5354-0
1. Cotabato City Region (Philippines) – Politics and Government.
6. Moro Nation Liberation Front.
7. Moro Islamic Liberation Front.
$ 25.00

[Mindanao Statecraft and Ecology offers a series pioneering re-interpretation of ethnohistorical events and ethnographic patterns in the Cotabato- Sarangani region-the scene of sporadic bloody fighting between the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) and Philippine government forces.]

May Tainga ang Lupa…: Espionage In the Philippines (1896-1902) and other essays / Compiled and Edited by Mirana R. Medina
Manila : UST Publishing House, c2002
xix, 216 p.; 22cm
971-506-184-2
$ 15.00

[This volume focuses on the rarely tackled subject in our national history: the intelligence work system in the Philippines employed between 1896-1902; as well as the Lovelife of the Bonifacios (Supremo Andres Bonifacio and His wife Gregoria de Jesus); the Katipunan movement in Manila: its founding, fledgling days and growth in the outlying areas; the Cry at Pugadlawin; and the key characters at the turn of the 19th century, i.e., First President of the Philippine Republic Emilio Aguinaldo and William g. Grayson, the man who fired the first shot that triggered the Filipino – American War on February 4, 1899.]

Pre-Spanish Philippines / Juana Jimenez Pelmoke
Caloocan City : Juana Jimenez de Pelmoke, c1996
172 p.; ill.; 22cm
971-91788-0-9
$ 10.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1 : General View of Pre-Spanish Civilization
Chapter 2 : Language
Chapter 3 : Laws and Government
Chapter 4 : Religion
Chapter 5 : Culture
Chapter 6 : Agriculture, Industry and Commerce
Chapter 7 : Social Habits, Music and Dances.]

A Bibliographic Guide to the History and Culture of Iloilo : Volume 1 / Henry Florida Funtecha
S.L. : Henry Florida Funtecha, c1999
ii, 65 p.; 22cm
Includes Index
$ 12.00

[Contents:
Preface
Guide to Abbreviations
Books and Pamphlets
Articles in Journals, Bulletins and Conference Proceedings
Articles in Magazines, Newspapers, Souvenir Programs, yearbooks and Others]
Land of Hope, Land of Want: A Socio-Economic History of Negros (1571-1985) / Violeta Lopez-Gonzaga
Quezon City: Violeta Lopez-Gonzaga and the Philippine National Historical Society, c1994
295 p.; 22cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-8851-02-x
$ 25.00

[Contents:
Part 1: Pre-Spanish Negros Up to 1898
Introduction
Chapter 1: The Setting: Geography and the Pre-Historic Culture
Chapter 2: Frontier Opening, Ethnic Differentiation and Indigenous Life
Chapter 3: Migration and the Formation of the Hacienda Complex
Chapter 4: Capital Expansion and the Rise of Monopoly Economy
Chapter 5: The Development Drift: From Diversified to Monocrop Economy
Chapter 6: Between Two Empires – Decline, Uprising and Political Division

Part Two: Negros from the American Colonial Period Through the Martial Law Years (1899-1985)
Chapter 7: Negros in the American Shadow
Chapter 8: Land in Negros: A Policy in Control
Chapter 9: The Watershed Years
Chapter 10: American Legislation and the Sugar Industry
Chapter 11: Years of Plenty: Oro, Plata...
Chapter 12: The Years of Before the war
Chapter 13: The Years of Conflict
Chapter 14: The Men of the Sugar Industry: Myth and Power
Chapter 15: Under the Volcano: The Church in Revolt
Sugarlandia in Crisis: De Novo Pattern
Conclusion
Bibliography
Index.]

French Consular Dispatches on the Philippine Revolution / Ma. Luisa T. Camagay
Quezon City: University of the Philippine Press (in cooperation with the Office of the Chancellor, University of the Philippines), c1997
xiii, 207 p.; 22cm
971-542-172-5
$ 13.00
This volume contains a translation of selected dispatches of the French Consuls assigned to the Philippines during the Philippine Revolution. The Consular Dispatches span the Period 1896-1901.

The French Consular dispatches provide us a first hand account of the dynamics prevailing then among the Filipinos (who were referred to as insurgents in the dispatches), the Spaniards (who were preparing to leave a colony they held for more than 300 years) and the Americans (who were preparing to administer a colony). Historians stand to gain from the insights and observations made in the dispatches of consuls, like Consul Berard, who took their task seriously.

The Accounts of the French consuls oftentimes reveal information not often mentioned in standard sources of the Philippine Revolution. They reveal the obsession of the Filipinos for independence to matter how elusive it was at that moment.

Rizal and the Katipunan Pilgrimage for Sacred Prophetic Politics in the Philippines, for the World / Consolacion R. Alaras
Philippines : Magdiwang Development Association, Inc.
146 p.; ill.; 22cm
$ 10.00

Contents:
Chapter 1 : The Pilgrimage Covenant of Rizal and the Katipunan for Pamathalaan or Sacred Prophetic Politics in the Philippine for the World
Chapter 2 : Rizal, the Katipunan Eternal Flame, and the Mgdiwang Kahal or Cultural Drink for Pamathalaan or Sacred Prophetic Politics in the October 2001 Celebration of the Intellectual Property Rights Week
Chapter 3 : Pilgrimage convenant Writings
Chapter 4 : Creating Reading and Writing Communities for Pilipinas Dambana ng Bayan
Chapter 5 : Celebrating Karunungan ng Bayan in Philippine History, Culture and Spirituality Through the Magdiwang Kahal.

Diliman : Homage to the Fifties / Elmer A. Ordenez
Quezon City : The University of the Philippines Press, c2003
xvi, 257 p.; 23cm
971-542-404-x
$ 16.00

The Academe – in this case, the Diliman Campus of the state university – is a congenial place for writing. Here one can write freely despite the University of the Philippine’s Record of Having suspended some writers, notably poets Jose Garcia Villa in the later twenties and Epifanio San Juan Jr. in the mid-fifties, or censored editorial opinion in the Philippine Collegian. The Period of Martial law did not deter writers on campus from expressing themselves in ingenious ways. Paramount was the expression of their ideas and sentiments on issues within and beyond parochial concerns.

Graduates of other schools have found the campus exhilarating and flourished. A Gay writer who could not openly express himself in his own alma mater found a haven and an audience in Diliman. Political dissidents, refused reentry into their original sectarian campuses after detention, were welcome at UP.

This volume is a record of the times by one who was both witness and participant.
Occupation ‘42 / Benito J. Legarda, Jr.
Manila : De La Salle University Press, Inc., c2003
xiii, 205 p.; ill.; 21cm
Includes Index
971-555-488-1
1. Philippines – History – Japanese Occupation
2. Manila (Philippines) – History
$ 17.50

[Occupation ‘42 narrates in its main section the impact of the Pacific phase of world War II on Filipino civilian life. It starts with students preparing for the Feast of the Immaculate Conception on December 8, 1941, the day war came to the country, and ends on the last day of 1942 with Filipino officials bowing in subjection towards the imperial palace in Tokyo.

In between are depicted the violent impact of enemy invasion on a people on the eve of independence: the departure of them enfolk for the fighting front; the declaration of Manila as an open city and the bombing by Japanese planes: the enemy entry into Manila and the radical changes in lifestyle that followed: the hope, giving way to despair, while Bataan and Corregidor bravely held out, along among the Allied bastions in the Pacific; the local Filipino victories in Bataan before the final fall, and the experiences of an enlisted man; the Bataan Death March and Capas Death Camp; the return of the survivors as released prisoners to civilian life; the refusal of most Filipino troops outside Luzon to comply with orders by their American commanders to surrender; the turning of the tide of war right after the fall of Corregidor; the establishment of convalescent homes for released war prisoners; the complete take-over of media by the Japanese; and the homecoming of the men from Japanese prison camp.

A short second section of the work covers events associated with the later campaign for liberation – the Kamikaze, the Cabanatuan raid, and the ordeal of Manila civilians in February 1945.]

An epistle of a Friar-Prisoner 1898-1900 / Lino L. Dizon
Philippines : The Juan D. Nepomuceno Centre for Kapampangan Studies, c2001
VIII, 106 p.; ill.; 22cm
971-92417-0-5
$ 16.00

[The Labor Evangelica of Fray Fernando Garcia, OSA
PIDALANDALANAN CU : The Historical Routes of a Friar-Prisoner during the Philippine Revolution, 1898-1900
The Epistle as a Historiographical Form
PRAESCRPTIO : On Leaving Macabebe
Pausas : Circling the Central Luzon Region
Episodios de La Paz : On the Conjunctions of the Tarlac-Nueva Ecija Provinces
Exhortacion : Ascents and Descents in the Northern and Mountain Provinces
Salutacion : On Retrieving a Forgotten scholar of the Kapampangan Language
The Original Kapampangan Text
English Translation with Notes
Bibliography.]
The Nine Lives of Luis "Chavit" Singson / Linda C. Limpe with Luis "Chavit" Singson
Quezon City : Foreight Books Publishing, and Distributing Co., Inc., c2003
97 p.; 23cm
Includes Bibliography
'A biography of the man who restored peace and order to Ilocos Sur and helped change the course of modern Philippine history'
971-91950-3-7
$ 16.00

[Chavit's Message
Author’s Note
Chapter 1 : Pre Spanish Ilocos Sur
Chapter 2 : Vigan During the Spanish Times
Chapter 3 : Bishop Reports on the People of Ilocos
Chapter 4 : The Singson Clan
Chapter 5 : Luis "Chavit" Singson
Chapter 6 : Politics, Ilocos Sur Style
Chapter 7 : Politics and Tobacco in Ilocos Sur
Chapter 8 : The Saka-Saka and the Ilocos Blockade
Chapter 9 : Crossing the Political quagmire
Chapter 10 : Chavit as Governor
Chapter 11 : The Private Life of Chavit
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Aparador ni Lola : Post Lives, Precious Objects / Edited by Emmie G. Velarde
Pasig City : anvil Publishing Inc., c2003
xix, 131 p.; 22cm
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971-91523-1-1
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Makati City : Don Bosco Press, c2001
xx, 236 p.; ill.; 24cm
Includes Bibliography
971-522-524-1
$ 18.00

[This book offers a historical sketch of the circumstances surrounding the arrival of the first Salesians in the Philippines. It took sixty years between the first request for the Salesians (1891) and their arrival to settle permanently in the Philippines (1951). Like a beautiful edifice, the congregation did not just sprout from the ground overnight. It rose slowly through years of preparation and dedicated labor. The ground breaking ceremony that signaled the beginning of the project itself was the outcome of tedious work. Even before the first foundation was laid, a lot of precious time had already been spent at negotiation tables and drawing boards.]
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Parish History : STO. NINO de Molino Bacoor, Cavite 1984-1994 : The Making of a Parish / Aloma Monte de Los Reyes
Cavite : The Parish Priest, c1994
xv, 259 p.; ill.; 23cm
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Coup D’ Etat : Key Concepts, Philosophies, Elements, Consequences / Edited by Joey Lina
Philippines: Rex Book Stores, Inc
113 p.; ill, 23cm
971-23-3871-1
$ 12.00
[This book intends to provide an accurate legal basis for informed and enlightened decision-making on the concepts, Philosophies, elements and consequences of a coup d'etat. Although the discussions that formed this book took place in 1990, readers cannot help but notice the uncanny relevance of the discourses to the current situation, and their timeliness in laying a firm legal foundation with which to better understand the legal procedures that are certain to ensue following the Oakwood Makati Incident of July 27, 2003. It also traces development of bill until its passage into law in the hope that students of law and ordinary citizens may have a better appreciation of the detailed process of legislation as a product of collegial decisions and consensus.]
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[The million of Children caught in armed Conflict all over the World need immediate attention. They have not been spared from torture and other forms of human rights Violations, and even death. It is important to raise and deepen awareness and understanding of the experiences of child-victims / survivors in order to encourage mass participation in condemning torture and preventing it from repeatedly Occurring. Consequently, it is hoped that concrete and appropriate actions would be taken up to protect the rights of the Child. As Basoglu (1992) has said, “the study of torture and care of tortured individuals is not merely a humanitarian concern; it is
also an effective political statement against the most abhorrent from of human rights violation.”

Supreme Court Decisions as Literature
Philippines : Philippine Judiciary Foundation, Inc., c2001
xxvii, 355 p.; 31cm
The Philippine Supreme Court Centenary Reader, 1901-2001 Volume one
971-93054-1-X
$ 200.00 (set of 3 Vols)

The text in this book consists of excerpts from decisions of the Supreme Court from 1904 to the year 2000. These excerpts were culled primarily for the beauty and graciousness of the language used while defining the scope of the law. Given that mastery of language must be one of the competences of law practitioner, these excerpts testify to the wisdom, insights and literary sensitivity of members of our Supreme Court. From numerous volumes at the Supreme Court, the first culling of the text was done by Atty. Edna Dino and her committee of readers. The Ultimate choices for this book were made by Alfred A. Yuson, a multi-awarded poet, novelist, essayist, and film scenarist; Gemino H. Abad, poet, literature, professor and Vice President for Academic Affairs of the Philippines; and Asuncion Montemayor Albert, literature professor, and granddaughter of a Supreme Court Associate Justice.

Supreme Court Decisions as Philosophy / Justice Abraham F. Sarmiento
Philippines : Philippine Judiciary Foundation, Inc., c2001
xxiii, 596 p.; ill, 31cm
The Philippine Supreme Court Centenary Reader, 1901-2001 Volume Two
971-93054-2-8
$ 200.00 ( Set of Three Volumes)

The text in this book consists of excerpts from decisions of the Supreme Court from 1901 to the year 2001. These excerpts were chosen because they further define basic human rights and the rights of Society in the family, in religion, in school, in business and in government. These rights are embodied in the Philippine Constitution, of which these decisions are refinements and interpretations. Justice Abraham F. Sarmiento and his legal staff culled and annotated the decisions.

Supreme Court Decisions as History / Justice Camilo D. Quiason
Philippines : Philippine Judiciary Foundation, Inc., c2001
xxix, 422 p.; ill, 31cm
The Philippine Supreme Court Centenary Reader, 1901-2001 Volume Three
971-93054-3-6
$ 200.00 (set of three volumes)

The text in this book consists of excerpts from decisions of the Supreme Court from 1901 to the year 2001. These decisions either made history or were made because of History. Thus they serve as a mirror of men’s lives, the society in which they lived, their interests and conflict, their manner of governance within the recent ten decades of Philippine history. Justice Camilo D. Quiason and his legal staff chose and annotated the decisions.

The Bio-Age Dawns on the Judiciary / Edited by Justice Artemio V. Panganiban
Manila : REX Book Store, Inc., c2003
The Bio-Age Dawns on the Judiciary faithfully chronicles the events in the immediately preceding twelve months of his eight anniversary in the Supreme Court. It has been a source of amazement to me and our colleagues how he has managed this while writing many ponencias and Separate opinions, plus hundreds of minute resolutions. We are grateful for his energy as we benefit from his display of his prolificacy and mental dexterity in this legal treatise which extricates the possible from the hypothetical, the emerging from the established, the literature in science, and the law in art.
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A Voice From many Rivers – Central Subanen Oral Gesalan nu nga Subaanen di Melaun Tinubigan
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Parangal Cang Brother Andrew : Festschrift for Andrew Gonzaleaz on his Sixtieth Birthday / Edited by Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista
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xxxi., 334 p.; 25cm
971-780-007-3
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[Thirty colleagues of Andrew Gonzalez contributed papers for this volume to honor him on his sixtieth birthday. The papers are divided into Theoretical and Descriptive Linguistics, Asian Englishes, Language Education, Language Planning, and Beyond Linguistics, topics that reflect the breadth of Brother Andrew’s scholarship.]
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Xii, 168 p.; ill.; 27cm.
971-780-014-6
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The Central Tagbanwa people of the Philippines are on the verge of losing their language forever. In the last sixty years, the ravages of war and disease, and the large influx of migrants have drastically altered the sociolinguistic dynamics of their homeland. There is no question that Central Tagbanwa is an endangered language. If the trend shown in his study continues, the central Tagbanwa language will become only a sentimental memory to the generation now being born.

This book chronicles the language shift that has taken place among the Central Tagbanwa people in northern Palawan in the last half of the twentieth century. It also provides a linguistic description of Central Tagbanwa from data gathered from among the few remaining native speakers of the language. As such, the aim of this book is to preserve the linguistic heritage of the Central Tagbanwa people for generations to come.
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Cecilia Fortuno Genuino : cohesion : A Revelation of cultural Practices
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Developing Pragmatic Ability : A Case Study / Andrew D. Cohen
Learning other Languages : Challenges and benefits of Promoting Bilinguality / G. Richard Tucker
Integrating theory and Practice in TESOL/TEEL Teacher Education / Isabel Cavour
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Appendices
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Smaller and Smaller Circles: A Novel / F.H Batacan
Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press, 2002
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[Smaller and Smaller Circles is unique in the Philippines literary scene a pinoy detective novel, both fast-paced and intelligent, with a Jesuit priest, a forensic anthropologist, as the sleuth. When it won the Carlos Palanca Grand Prize for the English Novel in 1999, it proved that fiction can be both “Popular” and “literary”.

Twelve Stories for Twelve Stamps – Words of Wisdom: A Cultural Anthology of Traditional Literature from the Philippines / Compiled by, Edit by Jean Lieffers.
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vii, 90 p.; 23cm
971-542-402-3
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[Johography brilliant transcribes the ineluctable mingling and cohabitation of languages and audiences within postcolonial Philippines through acts of translation, punning, quotation, and interpretation. Every poem in this collection marks a moment in which words are violently wrenched from their meanings, speakers from their speeches, texts from their readings, and histories from their contexts. What results from these splitting is not error or mistake, but poetry, and a certain kind of politics as well that questions and rewrites the linguistic and Social rules long used to valorize English at the expense of Filipino, conos at the expense of jologs, authors at the expense of readers, and heroes at the expense of ordinary people.]
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Theater for the Nation : A Prospectus for the National Theater of the Philippines / Cecile Guidote – Alvarez
Manila : De LA Salle University Press, Inc., c2003
xxviii, 220 p.; ill, 25cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
9-7155-5486-5
$ 20.00

[The book that started it all Philippines theater, Cinema, Radio, and Television are what they are today because, in 1967, armed with this manuscripts she wrote as a Fulbright scholar in Texas, a young woman established a theater company named the Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA). PETA eventually became not just the country’s leading repertory company for Filipino plays, but a nationwide movement to harness the arts to empower disadvantaged people, to forge a national identity, and to put the country on the world theater map. The Vision that was and still is at the root of the national theater movement is here in this graduate thesis, now finally seeing print as a book. Many of the ideas that are mere words in this book have since become realities through the various theater groups, productions, conferences, and festivals organized by that young woman and the countless artist who trained with her.]
The Intangibles that make a National Great: Selected Speeches, Lectures and Writings / Jovito R. Salonga
Philippines: Regina Publishing, c2003
XXVIII, 498 p.; 23cm
Includes Index
971-92791-0-9
$20.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1: The Forces that make a Nation Great
Chapter 2: Public Debates on Issues of Public Interest
Chapter 3: Nationalistic and Patriotic Speeches and Essays
Chapter 4: Inspirational Speeches and Lectures
Chapter 5: The Ministry of Law
Chapter 6: Martial Law: Gross Violation of Human Rights and the Accumulation of III-
Gotten Wealth
Chapter 7: Erap’s Performance, Presidential Plunder, Impeachment Trial, the Ascension to the Presidency of Gloria Macapagal – Arroyo, Erap’s Assaults on the Judiciary and How to Delay the Plunder Trial and Incite Chaos, Erap Style.]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

People’s Initiatives: Engaging the state in local Communities in the Philippines and Thailand / M.A Glenda Lopez-Wui and Chantana Banpasirichote
Quezon City: Third World Studies Centre & (Centre for Social Developments Studies, Bangkok), c2003
ix, 273 p.; 24cm
971-91246-2-8
$15.00

[People Initiatives features six case studies analyzing the initiatives and advocacies of different civil society groups on local communities in the Philippines and Thailand. Consisting of three case studies each conducted in the two countries, the book discusses the dynamics of state-civil society relations in the context of these initiatives and advocacies. The volume also comes in Thai version.]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Road to Peace and Reconciliation: Muslim Perspective on the Mindanao Conflict / Amina Rasul
Makati City: Asian Institute of Management, c2003
iv, 272 p.; ill, 23cm
971-679-065-1
$25.00

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[De]scribing Elections: A Study of Elections in the Lifeworld of San Isidro / Myrna J. Alejo
Quezon City: Institute for Popular Democracy, c1996
xv, 141 p.; ill, 21cm
971-8841-01-6
$10.00
[How to ordinary men and women, within the context of their every days lives, experience power, how to they negotiate with it, what are their complicities with and resistances against the exercise of power? These are some of the questions Describing Elections poses. The Study is based on a filed-work done in a village in the province of Bataan during the 1992 synchronized national / local elections.]

Regimes in Transition : Socio- Economic and Political Transformations /Edited by Carmencita T. Aguilar
Philippines : International Federation of Social Science Organization, c1998
v, 247 p; 23cm
$ 15.00

[Contents ;
Foreward / Carmencita T.Aguilar
An Overview of Translation Regimes : Their Political Economic and Social Transformations and Integration / Carmencita T.Aguilar
Political and Economic Transformations in Central and East European Countries with Particular Reference to the Development in the Czech Republic / Josef Blahoz
transition and Social Integration Into a Social Democratic welfare State : Denmark / Svend Petersen
Postwar Development in Japan and China / Toshinosuke kashiwazaki
Integration and Democratization in the Philippines : A Case Study Remiglo / E. Appalo
Social Integration of Regimes in Transition : The Case of Korean Democratization / Young- Pyoung Kim
Civil Society And Democratization In Cambodia / Miriam Coronel Ferrer
Political Transition In Cambodia / Withaya Sucharitthanarugse
Thailand’s Political-Economic Transition And Social Integration / Kanchana Ngourungs!
Local Educational Curriculum Development : issues of Transition From Tradition To Modernity / Chupinit KEsmanee
Socio-Economic Transformation in the Process of European Monetary Unification : A Preliminary Assessment Enzo Bartocci and Ciccarone.]

A Monument To Religious Nationalism : History and Polity of the IEMELIF Church / Ruben F. Trinidad
Quezon City : Evangelical Methodist Church in the Philippines, c1999
xviii, 464 p.; ill, 23 cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-92075-0-7
$ 18.00

[Now comes a comprehensive history of the IEMELF Church. It traces the beginnings of Methodism itself as well as the Socio- political and religious background of the Philippines. With this as setting, the birth and evolution of the first enduring indigenous Protestant church in the country unfolds.]

State –Society Dynamics Policy Making in a Restored Democracy / Jose J. Magadia
Quezon City : Ateneo De Manila University Press, c2003
x, 226 p.; 22cm
971-550-438-8
1.Philippines – Politics and government
$ 15.00

[State-Society Dynamics is a much-needed addition to works about our political life. It provides a seldom-seem picture of the policy-making process as it thoughtfully studies the wealth of experience generated during the Aquino administration for greater political learning, especially with regard to democratization. It educates the general public about the intricacies of making government respond to reforms needed in basic sectors. It offers both theoretical and practical insights into why some sectors are more successful than others in inserting their demands into policy outcomes.]

Sama-Sama Facets of Ethnic relations in South East Asia / Edited by Miriam Coronel Ferrer
Quezon City : Third World Studies Centre, c1999
iv, 231 p.; 23cm
971-91111-7-8
$ 15.00

[Sama-Sama puts together six Toyota Foundation-funded researches illuminating various dimensions of life, society and politics in ethnically plural Southeast Asia. Myrthena FIANZ’s conflicting land use and ownership patterns and the “moro problems” in southern Philippines traces the minoritization of the state’s land laws and polices and the “Moro problems” to the resulting conflicts with traditional land use and ownership practices.]

International Politics and Philippine Foreign Policy : The Intertwining of the 19th and 20th Centuries [ A Special Panel of the 6th International Philippine Studies Conference 10-12 July 200, Philippine Social Science Centre Diliman, Quezon City.]
69 p.; 23cm
971-8514-16-X
1. Philippines – Foreign relations – Political aspects – Congresses.
$ 10.00

[The Katipunan : Reconstituting Foreign Relations to Push Forward the Revolutionary Tradition / Vivencio R. Jose
Felipe Agoncillo and the Diplomatic Case for the Malolos Congress / Jose David Lapuz
The Treaty of Paris of 10 December 1898: History and Morality in International Law / Merlin M. Magallona
Philippine Diplomacy at the Turn of the Century / Lauro L. Baja, Jr.]

Transitions to Democracy in East and Southeast Asia / Edited by Kristina N. Gaerlan
Quezon City : Institute for Popular Democracy / c1999
xiv, 260 p.; 23cm
971-8841-05-9
$ 15.00
The Essays in this volume are efforts to understand the processes of transition to democracy in five countries- Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and South Korea. The common concerns running through the essays include the Asian financial crisis, the institutionalization of formal democratic processes such as a competitive party system, the struggle among Political, economic and bureaucratic elites, the intervention or non-intervention of the middle class and popular classes in the political process, and the role of civil society actors. Written from a Southern and progressive activist perspective, these essays are important contributions to the “political Science” of democratic transitions. The book tackles many contested terms associated with democratization as well as the role of the state and the market in these challenging times. While analyzing what has been achieved by the five countries in their processes of democratization, the writers also explain why so much remains to be done in terms of deepening democracy.

World Government the United Nations Reborn : Charted and Supporting Views / Dr. Salvador Araneta
S.L : Sahara Heritage Foundation,
147 p.; 23cm
971-92095-5-0
$ 7.00

Sharing the Passion and Action of our Time : Speeches and Papers / Vicente V. Mendoza
Philippines : REX Book Store, Inc, c2003
xviii, 247 p.; 23cm
Includes Index
971-23-3707-3
$ 15.00

Why Theology is never far from Home / Jose M. Mesa
Manila : de LA Salle University Press, Inc, c2003
xv, 223 p.; 23cm
Includes Index
9-7155-5465-2
1. Christianity and culture- Philippines.
2. Catholics- Philippines.
$ 12.00

[Why Theology is Never far from Home proposes a Vatican II- inspired approach to and methodology of inculturation that recognizes and underscores the wisdom and genius of the Filipino culture as a rich resource for doing theology. In pointing out
how any theology is, in one way or another, rooted in a particular culture- it’s “home”- the work relativizes inherited Western theologies while at the same time revaluing the potential of Filipino culture and revitalizing a cultural way of theologizing. It demonstrates how a fresh rethinking of the Judaeo-Christian Tradition in indigenous categories is not only possible, but also doable and fruitful. Opting for a hermeneutics of appreciation as the expression of his specific stance towards culture, de mesa shows how the positive in the culture can serve as a guide in theological reflection. Overall, he leads his readers, to understand why inculturation is but a recognition that theology is truly never far from “home” and why Filipino Catholics, in contrast, came to believe that genuine theology needs to be imported, adopted, and adapted.

On Christianity, New age and Reincarnation : New Perspective on Old Religious Issues / Jaime T. Licauco
Manila : Anvil Publishing, Inc, c2004
xv, 219 p.; 22cm
Includes Bibliography
971-27-1416-0 (bp)
971-27-1417-9 (np)
$ 15.00

[Contents :
Foreword / Sir Jason Winters
Introduction
Acknowledgements
Part 1: On Jesus Christ and his Teachings
Part 2: Questions on the Bible
Part 3: On Religious Dogmatism and Bigotry
Part 4: Christianity, the dead sea Scrolls and lost Gnostic Gospels
Part 5: New Age Beliefs and Christianity
Part 6: Reincarnation and Christianity
Part 7: Various Religious Questions and Topics
Bibliography and Suggested Readings, About the Author.]

Towards an Adult Faith : Religious Themes in Contemporary language / Andrew Gonzalez, FSC
Manila : De La Salle University Press, 2002
viii, 166 p.; 23cm
$ 13.00

[This volume, intended for the educated lay Catholic who wishes to be up–to–date in the more recent understanding of his/her faith, is a compilation of short essays on topics which I developed as a series of contributions to a column entitled, “Towards an Adult Faith”. I hope that these essays will be of some help to the believer who wishes to be acquainted with the rethinking of faith seeking understanding going on as a result of paradigm shifts in the academic world, and among educated lay Catholics who would like to see their religious knowledge on a par with their professional competence.]
Forgiving or Forgetting? : Churches and the transition to democracy in the Philippines / John J. Carroll, S.J.
Quezon City : Institute on Church and Social Issues, 1999
ix, 74 p.; 23cm
Includes Bibliography
Pulso (Pagsusuri Ukolsa Lipunan at Simbahan Monograph No: 20
ISSN 0119-576X
$ 10.00

“Dare to Struggle, be not Afraid.” : The ‘Theology of Struggle’ in the Philippines / Anne Harris
Quezon City : Claretian Publications, c2003
x, 240 p.; ill, 23cm
Includes Bibliography
971-501-972-2
$ 10.00

[This book delves into this very topic- the theology of struggle. It plunges far deeper
than theological reflections and oral representations available. It goes to the source
of what became know as the theology of struggle –it goes to the very people
themselves. It journeys with these progressive Christians as they discover a new
way of life, a new way of ‘being’ church. It travels with them from early days of
transformation, watches as some lose their all-important Christians identity, reports
the moment when they claim their place in Philippine history, and remains with those
who continue to struggle it this day. It reports crucial incidents, reveals the dangers
and frustrations faced, but never
loses hope. Indeed, this is not a theological text, despite its name. It is a book about
a courageous group of men and women-church people from diverse backgrounds –
who joined the revolutionary struggle in the Philippines.]

The Philippines as home : Settlers and Sojourners in the Country / Edited by Maruja
M.B.Asis
Manila : Philippine Migration Research Network,2001
Xi, 200 p.; ill.; 21cm.
971-8514-19-8
1.Phillipines – Emigration and immigration
2.Phillipines – Emigration and immigration – Economic aspects
3. Emigration and immigration law – Philippines
4. Asis, Maruja M.B. II.Philippine social science council
$ 15.00

[Contents :

A Preliminary study of foreign Nationals in the Philippines : Strangers in our Midst?
Catholic, Sangley, Mestizo, Spaniard, Filipinon : Negotiating “Chinese” Identities at
the Turn-of-the-Twentieth-century Manila
A Study of the Philippine Chinese in Cebu City: Then and Now]
Tradition, Change and Identity : Sindhi Immigrants in Manila
The Refugee Camp in Tubabao: The first Philippine Experience in international humanitarian assistance
International migration and the Nation-State in Asia
Contributors.

Health of the People - Health of the Nation
201 p.; 22cm
971-8933-01-8
$ 13.00

[Contents :
Message
Foreword
Thesis : Health of the People, Health of the Nation : The role of Medicine in Liberation Movement
Some Related Readings
Economics and Health Services
Health as Business : IMF – World Bank, etc
People’s Health and Health Rights
Health Organizations Cited in the book.]

Social Work in the Philippines : Tradition and Profession / Edited by Ma. Corazon J. Veneracion
Philippines : Philippine Association of Social Workers, Inc.,c2003
xvi, 432 p.; 25cm
$ 15.00

[Contents :
Foreword
Preface
Acknowledgement
Introduction
Chapter 1 : The 1940s-1950s : War relief and Rehabilitation work
Chapter 2 : The 1960s : Professionalization
Chapter 3 : The 1970s : Indigenization and the Developmental Approach
Chapter 4 : The 1980s : Social Transformation and People Empowerment
Chapter 6 : 100 Years of social work : Roots and Heritage
The Authors.]

Power in the Village : Agrarian Reform, Rural Politics, Institutional Change and globalization / Edited by Horacio R. Morales ...(et.al)
Quezon City : Project Development Institute, and the University of the Philippines Press, c2001
xiii, 437 p.; 23cm
971-542-306-x
$  20.00
The Agrarian reform issue is very much alive – on the political agenda of many countries in Asia and Latin America and Southern Africa, both as a strategy for achieving greater equity and social justice as well as growth and development for the large numbers of poor people in developing and transition economies. There is a wide consensus among agrarian reform experts and advocates that a more equitable access to land and other assets make a positive contribution to the fight against poverty, and the efforts to ensure sustainable growth of the natural environment.

But how critical is agrarian reform in a “Globalizing” environment? This volume examines how agrarian reform shapes and is shaped by the forces of globalization, producing both desired and unintended consequences. It explores the current state of redistributive reform in the developing world, and attempts to answer the difficult questions leveled against a program that has been with us for more than a century – with mixed results.

This volume brings together the experience from across the developing and developed world, and underlines the positive contributions to agrarian reform of continued dialogue between actors from the state, non-governmental organizations, citizen’s movements, the private sector and the academe.

Comfort Food / Edited by Erlinda Enriquez Panlilio
xiv, 233 p.; 22cm
971-27-1415-2
1. Literary Cockbooks
2. Cookery – Philippines
3. Essays
$ 10.00

Quezon City : University Centre for Women’s Studies, University of the Philippines, and the Ford Foundation, c2002
vii, 147 p.; 22cm
Gender, Reproductive health and Development Project
971-8720-33-2
1. AIDS (Disease) – Philippines
2. HIV Infections – Philippines
3. AIDS (Disease) – Transmission – Philippines
4. AIDS (Disease) – Patients – Philippines
5. AIDS (Disease) – Prevention.
$ 12.00

[Contents :
Acknowledgements
Understanding STD-HIV/AIDS : An Overview
Status and Trends of HIV/AIDS in the Philippines
Genotype Analysis of HIV – 1 Isolates from Various Risk Groups in Metro Manila / ina Gloriani
Survey of Knowledge, Attitude, behaviour, and Practice Related to HIV / AIDS among Filipino Migrant Workers / Sahlee C. Bugna
HIV Vulnerability of Wives of Seafarers : A Case Study / Riza Faith C. Ybanez
Male Involvement in STD-HIV/AIDS Prevention : Process, Impact and Outcome
Effect of an education Program on the Compliance of Health Workers to the Universal Precautions guidelines / Noel R. Juban
Management of Sexually Transmitted Disease: Gonorrhea and Chlamydia / Ricardo M. Manalastas, Jr.


About the Authors.

Perspectives of Model Educators on the 2002 Basic Education Curriculum: Social and Human Sciences Committee, UNESCO National Commission of the Philippines and the Philippine Social Science Council. 42 p.; 26cm

Using Important Concepts in Social and Human Sciences to Improve Learning Content and Processes in Social Studies / Edited by Felice P. Sta. Quezon City: Philippine Social Science Council, c2002. ix, 212 p.; 28cm


The Filipino Youth: A Statistical Profile; What’s with the Filipino Youth: Perspectives from the Social Sciences [The Fifth National Social Science Congress]. Quezon City: Philippine Social Science Council, c2003. 12 p.; 28 cm

The Filipino Youth: Some Findings From Research; What’s with the Filipino Youth: Perspectives from the Social Sciences [The Fifth National Congress]. Quezon City: Philippine Social Science Council, 2003. 32 p.; 28 cm
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Mistresses and Maids: Inequality among Third World Women Wage Earners / Janet M. Arnado
Manila: De La Salle University Press, Inc., c2003
xxviii, 200 p.; 24cm
Includes Bibliography and Index
9-7155-5466-0
1. Domestic – Philippines 2. Domestic – Developing Countries
3. Domestic – Philippines – Social Conditions
4. Domestic – Developing Countries – Social Conditions
$ 18.00

[This book broadens existing literature in four ways. First, Arnado Examines the
class and status differentials between mistresses and maids not only as employers
and employees but also as wage earners within a post-colonial, patriarchal, and
capitalist society. Second, she shifts her analysis from micro to macro dynamics,
from local to global, and from class to the intersection of gender, ethnicity, age, and
class. Third, this study adds to the growing feminist discourse on the social
construction of differences among women. While much of the debate has focused on
racial differences, little attention has been directed toward class inequality. Fourth,
it enriches the scholarly discourse on feminist fieldwork methodologies, particularly
with regard to an indigenous woman conducting research in her own peripheral
country, sharing the language, ethnicity, color and religious heritage with her
interviewees. Moreover, this research puts Filipino women’s voices in the forefront in
such a way that their real standpoints are documented as diverse strata. Given
these contributions, this book is a good resource for undergraduate and graduate
students and scholars in women’s work, feminism, and social inequality.]

Ngo_women@asia.net: The use of Information and Communication Technologies by
Women’s organizations in Seven Asian Countries – A Regional Study
Quezon City: ISIS International – Manila, c2002
85 p.; 26cm
971-8829-10-5
$ 7.00

Beyond the Crisis: Questions of Survival and Empowerment / Edited by Jeanne Frances I. Illo and Rosalinda Pineda Ofreneo
Quezon City: UP Center for Integrative and Development Studies and Center for
Women’s Studies, c2003
160 p.; 26cm
971-742-085-8
1. Women – Employment – Philippines
2. Women – Effects of Financial Crisis on
3. Women in Development
4. Women’s Right
5. Women in Community organization
$ 14.00

[Contents:
Introduction
Women’s Empowerment in the Light of Poverty and Continuing Crisis / Rosalinda
Pineda Ofreneo]
Chapter 1: Surviving the Crisis: Women’s Groups and “Safety Nets” / Jeanne Frances I. Illo

Chapter 2: Empowerment amidst Crisis: The Experience of Subcontracted Embroidery Homeworkers in Three Communities / Rosalinda Pineda Ofreneo and Phoebe O. Cabanilla

Chapter 3: The Baguio women Ambulant Vendors’ association: Test case of Indigenous women empowerment / Jennifer C. Josef

Chapter 4: Rural Women’s Response to the Financial Crisis: The Case of the San Benito Agrarian Reform Community in Victoria, Laguna

Chapter 5: Gender Mainstreaming in the Workplace in Times of Crisis / Marie E. Aganon
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Women and Gender Relations in the Philippines: Selected Readings in Women’s Studies: Vol. 1 / Edited by Jeanne Frances I. Illo
Quezon City: Women’s Studies Association of the Philippines, c1999
viii, 200 p.; 25cm
971-8720-13-8
$13.00

[The book is the first of a series of Selected Readings in Women’s Studies that the women’s studies Association of the Philippines plans to publish. This particular volume is a collection of essays and articles that encompass cultural representations of femaleness and beauty; discourses on women’s oppression, globalization, women’s migration and migrants, and marriage; social construction of female (child) sexuality, the family, and state control in the context of incest; and notions and practices of power, value, and work in everyday life. Many of the articles deal with women’s “everyday forms of resistance” to or subversion of male power and dominant discourse. The book also includes two essays on crafting academic disciplines, such as psychology and women’s studies, that reflect and privilege local knowledges and feminist perspectives and values. Most of the contributors, including the three invited non-Filipino scholars, come from different social science disciplines: anthropology, economics, psychology and sociology. All are committed to Philippine studies and/or women’s studies.]
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Filipinos in Global Migrations: At Home in the World? / Edited by Filomena V. Aguilar Jr
Quezon City: PSSC, c2002
1v
Includes Bibliographical references
1. Employment in Foreign Countries
2. Migrant Labor – Philippines
971-8514-20-1
$20.00
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